Jacob Cho has the experience and

Albert Scholastic d.b.a.

the know-how to maximize your children’s test scores.

Harvard®
Academy

Education
1993
● B.A. in Philosophy and History with Honors
State University of New York at Binghamton

Experience
1995-1998
● Director, One To One Academy, NY, NY
1999-2000
● Instructor, Princeton Review, Seoul, Korea
2000-2002
● Instructor, JLS, Seoul, Korea
2001-2002
● English Columnist, JoongAng Ilbo, Seoul, Korea
2003-2006
● Director, Magic English, Seoul, Korea
2006-Present
● Director, Harvard Academy, Mukilteo, WA

Publications
● “Leaning English through American Culture”
● “Mastering 50 Basic English Words”
● “Pang Pang TOEFL Essential Words”
●“Mastering TOEFL Words”
● “Fermat SAT Critical Reading”
● “iBT Actual Practice Tests”
● “Xpert TOEFL iBT 12 Complete Actual Tests”
● “Fundamental Words for High School Students”

Since 2001

Albert Scholastic d.b.a.

Harvard® Academy
We Do the SAT Right!

181

We have SAT Prep
classes for everyone!

Advanced SAT Class
Saturday 8:30 AM - 2:00 PM
For those who will be taking the SAT/ACT
during the academic year of 2019-2020.

pts*

*Average SAT score increase after 8 Week Summer
Intensive Course in 2018 and 2019

Harvard Academy Produces Results!
Former students were accepted to Carnie Mellon,
Cornell, Dartmouth, Duke, Emory, Johns Hopkins,
Stanford, U of Penn, U of W, etc. since 2001.
Andrew (11th Grade) 1600 on March 2018 SAT
Kun (11th Grade) 1520 on August 2019 SAT
Hansol (11th Grade) 1510 on August 2018 SAT
Yosup (12th Grade ) 1490 on August 2019 SAT
Yohan (10th Grade ) 1440 on October 2018 PSAT
Edward (8th Grade) 99% on October 2017 SSAT
Thomas (8th Grade) 92% on October 2017 SSAT
Brandon (8th Grade) 94% on October 2018 SSAT

Basic SAT Class
Saturday 8:30 AM - 1:00 PM
For those who want to develop skills to
tackle challenging SAT/ACT reading, writing, and math questions.

Elementary
Enrichment Class
Saturday 8:30 AM - 11:30 AM

Elite SAT Class
Saturday 8:30 AM - 2:00 PM
For those who already received 1400+ on
the PSAT or SAT.

425.315.7156 (English)
425.315.0306 (Korean)
4704 Pointes Dr. #101, Mukilteo, WA 98275

Harvard® is a registered trademark of Harvard University, which
neither sponsors nor endorses Harvard Academy

How to Write a Good College Application Essay By Janet Morrissey, NY Times
Here are some tips compiled from experts for writing that
all-important application essay, which can often mean the difference between getting accepted — or rejected — by the school of
your choice.
The essay is your megaphone — your view of the world
and your ambitions. It’s not just a resume or a regurgitation of
everything you’ve done. It needs to tell a story with passion,
using personal, entertaining anecdotes that showcase your character, your interests, your values, your life experiences, your
views of the world, your ambitions and even your sense of humor.
Emphasize volunteer work or other ways you’ve helped
people or made your community a better place. It helps if the
activity is related to the subject you want to study. For example,
Christopher Rim of Command Education Group, which coaches
students, remembers that one student who wanted to become a
dentist, set up a nonprofit and held fund-raisers to distribute
toothbrushes, toothpaste and other dental products to homeless
shelters. Admissions staff members want to know how your
presence will make the college a better place.
Mention internships, summer courses, extracurricular
activities or lab work that show steps you’ve taken to learn and
understand your field of interest. That will help show you know
the field you’ve chosen to study and are passionate about it.
Explain with knowledge and passion why you want to
study at this particular college rather than at others. Tell why the
school’s size, curriculum, social atmosphere, location, professors
or history influenced your choice.
Correct spelling, grammar and punctuation are critical.
Use grammar, syntax and writing with a level of sophistication
that shows you’re ready for college. Never use text-style abbreviations or rude or profane language.
After the essay is submitted, check your email and voice
mail daily to make sure you see and respond promptly to messages from admissions staff members. Many students check only
texts and sometimes miss emails asking follow-up questions or
requesting an interview.
Hafeez Lakhani of Lakhani Coaching summed up the
essay this way: “Every college is like a dinner table. What will
make you the most interesting contributor to that dinner table
conversation?” A good essay, rich with anecdotes and personality, will answer those questions and stand out from the pile.

University of Washington
Freshmen by the Numbers
Applied
Admitted
Enrolled

All applicants
45,911
22,351
7,141

High school GPA
ACT
SAT (ERW+M)
SAT ERW
SAT Math

All admits
3.71–3.95
27–32
1250–1430
610–700
630–760

WA residents
13,117
7,459
4,444
WA residents
3.71–3.96
26–32
1210–1410
600–700
600–720

